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Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and locate the lost
Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out

the Demon's hateful min 5d3b920ae0
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English

Overall a top notch game 10/10 IGN would reccomend to all. Deffo a game to love, enjoy and cherish with all of your friends.. I
didn't get very far because my windows 10 couldn't translate everything completely. I could move around, but the map wouldn't
load and it was hit or miss whether a click would work the way it was supposed to. However I played enough to get the feeling
that this game has a heart. A good game in its time (1999 - Strategy First Inc.) -- Diabloesque/RPG/real time combat Baldur
Gate, but probably with only one person in your party. At some point I might try tweaking things to make it translate better..
Based on what I've played so far, I can honestly say that this game is NOTHING like Diablo. It IS a clunky old hack and slash
with a VERY HEAVY dose of "logic" puzzles. Diablo was neither clunky nor Old (for it's time) and had very little to do with
puzzles. This has TONS of little zones many of which are empty and whose only purpose seems to be to confuse you about
where you are. (The "map" feature solves that.) Some things are EASY to figure out (like crossing the stream) others (like
opening the gate with barrels) are a PIA. If you LIKE puzzles, get it. If you don't. don't waste your money because you WILL
have to solve some tough ones to move on. There are NO "work-arounds.". (Thankfully it is VERY cheap, so it is only a minor
rip-off if you don't.). Not so good.. Not so good.. If you are old school game fan as I am, buy it. Otherwise dont.. this game is
boring. theres not much to it. dont buy it and get hyped about it. its just a game you spend you last little bit of steam credti on
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because it seemed good.. "You enter a new kind of hell." Clans is a slightly bland name, isnu2019t it? Maybe thatu2019s why it
was called Satanica in Germany. Satanica, thatu2019s more like it. It came out during a time where everyone was waiting for
Diablo II and every game that shared similar traits was quickly dismissed as a clone. Clans got slaughtered by the press, they
hated the non-scrolling, square rooms with clearly marked exits and the static, pre-rendered graphics. Well. I love them to death.
All these wonderful shades of brown, grey and black. Almost every room/bit uniquely rendered. A sense of total bleakness
without bragging about it. And then puzzles, like, proper puzzles that you would find in classic point-and-click adventure games.
Kicking a door in with an axe, setting spellbooks on fire in a chimney to destroy them. I'm playing the game with some kind of
weak elf character, something I normally donu2019t do, as I prefer babarians or warriors, as they donu2019t die so easily. I
really recommend the elf class, it ramps up the difficulty and changes the gameplay, because you really donu2019t have a lot of
HP, and potions are rare, so suddenly every health point counts. Well, you quicksave, enter a new room and a bunch of enemies
start to attack you, which often means instant death or unacceptable HP loss - so you quickly reload, which only takes a fraction
of seconds and try again, which creates nice u201cI can do this better!u201d-loops reminding me of Hotline Miami. In Diablo
II, when I lost HP, I never really knew why, and it didnu2019t matter, as you could heal yourself without problems. Next thing:
Clans doesnu2019t give you experience points for killing enemies. I partly think this is because the developer didnu2019t have
the funds to properly balance and test an EXP system. But on the other hand, it is SO bold to take away from players what they
desire the most: watching numbers grow. Instead, you level up by finding items, and avoiding fights (via teleporters) is often
encouraged. Also, enemies often start fighting each other, which always gives games a sense of realismu2026 (All of this makes
me also want to play the next game they did, itu2019s called Dragonfire - The Well of Souls and contains the playable character
class DUCK. Also, you set out to fight an evil princess. Whatu2019s not to love? Needless to say, that one got killed by the
gaming press, too.). "You enter a new kind of hell." Clans is a slightly bland name, isnu2019t it? Maybe thatu2019s why it was
called Satanica in Germany. Satanica, thatu2019s more like it. It came out during a time where everyone was waiting for Diablo
II and every game that shared similar traits was quickly dismissed as a clone. Clans got slaughtered by the press, they hated the
non-scrolling, square rooms with clearly marked exits and the static, pre-rendered graphics. Well. I love them to death. All these
wonderful shades of brown, grey and black. Almost every room/bit uniquely rendered. A sense of total bleakness without
bragging about it. And then puzzles, like, proper puzzles that you would find in classic point-and-click adventure games.
Kicking a door in with an axe, setting spellbooks on fire in a chimney to destroy them. I'm playing the game with some kind of
weak elf character, something I normally donu2019t do, as I prefer babarians or warriors, as they donu2019t die so easily. I
really recommend the elf class, it ramps up the difficulty and changes the gameplay, because you really donu2019t have a lot of
HP, and potions are rare, so suddenly every health point counts. Well, you quicksave, enter a new room and a bunch of enemies
start to attack you, which often means instant death or unacceptable HP loss - so you quickly reload, which only takes a fraction
of seconds and try again, which creates nice u201cI can do this better!u201d-loops reminding me of Hotline Miami. In Diablo
II, when I lost HP, I never really knew why, and it didnu2019t matter, as you could heal yourself without problems. Next thing:
Clans doesnu2019t give you experience points for killing enemies. I partly think this is because the developer didnu2019t have
the funds to properly balance and test an EXP system. But on the other hand, it is SO bold to take away from players what they
desire the most: watching numbers grow. Instead, you level up by finding items, and avoiding fights (via teleporters) is often
encouraged. Also, enemies often start fighting each other, which always gives games a sense of realismu2026 (All of this makes
me also want to play the next game they did, itu2019s called Dragonfire - The Well of Souls and contains the playable character
class DUCK. Also, you set out to fight an evil princess. Whatu2019s not to love? Needless to say, that one got killed by the
gaming press, too.)
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